New era. New economy. New rules.

Project Status
September the 8th

First Prize at Investor Day by BelGazpromBank, Minsk, Belarus. Successfull pre-ICO
achieving 175% of stated soft cap.

Growing
Market of ICO

Platform and
Financial Tools

The ICO market is booming, but today many
scam projects, incompetent teams come to it.
There is a lack of professional expertise on the
market.

After receiving funding the project teams start
to work directly on the platform, using such
convenient tools as smart contracts design,
white paper and landing page builders, the
system of interactions inside and between the
teams.

We solve this problem by creating a decentralized acceleration platform Rocket ICO. Independent experts get access to projects at the
platform, increasing their rating and being
paid for the work, while investors receive
information on the most attractive projects.

November 20th

As a platform currency, Rocket coins provide
compensation to each project participant in
accordance with their contribution. Thus,
anyone can monetize their knowledge, efforts,
or increase their investments and, with the
development of the platform, Rocket coin will
become more in demand.

MVP release

ICO VS Venture Capital

$797 m

Q2 2017 Blockchain Funding

Legal review of the utility status of
Rocket coins and other legal matters
related to Rocket ICO

ICO

Join the growing community of
Rocket ICO and participate in the
platform creation

VC

$500 m

Join

January 2020

Rocket ICO to achieve 25% ICO market
share

$300 m
$253 m

$100 m

$100 m

rocketico.io
Facebook
@rocketico

Telegram
t.me/RocketICOru

LinkedIn
Rocket ICO

Twitter
@rocketico_io

Instagram
@rocketico.io

YouTube
#rocketico

Investors
Investor's funds are protected by
the virtue of smart contracts
Investors have full visibility of
budget spending on projects in real
time
Early exchange listings provides
maximum flexibilty and control over
the funds, avoiding lengthy lock-up
periods
In many projects tokens give the
rights to receive not only profits,
but also voting rights, unique
features and etc.

Experts
Access to a pull of differentinvestors (Funds, Business Angels, VCs,
Crypto Enthusiasts)
Startup receives support from
expert community on each step of
product development
Startup has a full visibility over
expert's competency recorded on
the platform through his activity
and rating
After receiving funding Startup
proceeds to product development
right on the platform
Startup is provided with access to
platform built in tools and is able to
grant different permission levels for
different parties involved

Projects
Ability to monetise your knowledge
and expertise
Ability to participate in attractive
innovative projects in exchange to
providing knowledge, expertise and
fulfilling various tasks
Arbitrage system will help to solve
any unexpected disputes with
client
Each expert will have a competency
scope, by virtue of which he will be
able to better communicate his
expertise and find an "ideal" project
to participate in

